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Abstract— In this paper, we present a distributed approach
to build a dynamic map in the context of VANets (Vehicular Ad
hoc Networks). It is based on the principle of cooperative per-
ception where vehicles work as a team in order to extend their
field of view. Each vehicle is equipped with sensors allowing
it to detect its environment and to build its map, denoted by
local map. It receives messages from other vehicles containing
mobile objects detected in their surroundings. The algorithm
of distributed dynamic map builds a map of the dynamic
environment including objects in the sensor’s field of view as
well as those sent by other vehicles. This algorithm is developed
under the belief functions framework. The implementation of
such an application is complex and needs many treatments:
temporal and spatial alignment, object association, fusion of
messages and data dissemination. This approach has been
validated by simulation on scenario involving several vehicles
in traffic situation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the research field of intelligent vehicles sys-
tems benefit from the emerging inter-vehicle communication
to perform cooperation. Vehicles are equipped with sensors
for surroundings’ detection, absolute localization system for
localization and wifi antenna for broadcasting information.
Different applications can be considered such as cooperative
localization and perception.

Cooperative localization has been treated in several do-
mains such as robots cooperation and intelligent vehicles
applications. Cooperative localization approaches differ with
the data exchanged in the network. We can distinguish two
classes of approaches: in the first one, vehicle sends only its
own detected data ([17], [13], [9], [18]), while in the second
approach, it sends what it receives from others or it combines
its own local data with received data ([12], [4]). The latter
case is a distributed method where the same information can
be combined several times. This phenomenon is called data
incest and can be avoided with an appropriate treatment. A
review on cooperative localization can be found in [4].

We present a distributed approach that consists of sending
the result of data fusion of own vehicle detection with
received messages. It is a cooperative perception approach
where vehicles cooperate in order to extend their field of view
(constrained by sensor’s limitations and occultation) and to
reduce the false alarms. The purpose of this method is not to
improve the accuracy of objects localization but to extend ve-
hicle’s perception range by reinforcing confidence in objects
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existence. As in [3] and [15], we use the belief functions
framework to manage uncertainty of object existence.

Recent research works have addressed cooperative percep-
tion in the robotics and intelligent vehicles fields. Merino
et al. [14] have developed a cooperative perception system
for heterogeneous multi-UAV. Their system considers het-
erogeneous sensors. They presented the system architecture
and experimental results on automatic forest fire detection
and localization. Li and Nashashibi [11] have presented
a method of cooperative perception for augmented reality
application. Their method was applied on an example with
two vehicles. The idea is to transform the occulted part of
the first vehicle to a perception of the rear vehicle based
on the 3D perspective. The authors estimate the relative
pose between two reference vehicles in order to have a
common reference for vehicle perception, allowing them to
transform perceptions of vehicles in 3D perspective. Their
method has been tested on experimental vehicles. Raugh et
al [16] have established a cooperative perception system.
Car2X-based perception is modeled as a virtual sensor in
order to integrate it into a high-level sensor data fusion
architecture. Temporal and spatial alignments are performed
to improve vehicles state accuracy. Their method is validated
using experimental data. In [10], authors used cooperative
perception for vehicle control on the road. The proposed
cooperative systems had been implemented on self-driving
vehicle and manned vehicles.

We consider the concept of Local Dynamic Map (LDM)
developed in the Safespot project [2]. This map includes
static and dynamic information in the surroundings of a
vehicle. This information is updated periodically. The LDM
is divided into four levels. We are interested in the fourth
level including the mobile elements in the scene (ego-
vehicle, other vehicles, pedestrians, trucks, . . . ). The aim is
to exchange these maps (fourth level only) between vehicles
in order to increase the field of view of each one of them.
Each vehicle sends its current pose and the list of objects.
We present in this paper the algorithm that allows combining
the maps exchanged between vehicles. This algorithm is an
extension of the distributed data fusion algorithm presented
in [20]. It is developed under the belief functions framework.
This framework seems appropriate for its ability to model
uncertainties and to combine data using adapted operator that
considers data dependency.

For sake of simplicity, in what follows, we replace the
notion of local dynamic map by the dynamic map DM since
the vehicle will have two types of information: local and
distributed.



This paper is organized as follows. The problem is stated
in Section II. In Section III, we present our distributed
dynamic map algorithm based on the belief functions frame-
work. Implementation and results are presented in Section
IV. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Dynamic Map and vehicle’s state

We consider that each vehicle Vj detects with its sensors
a map denoted by DMj . The vehicle map contains a list of
objects {Oi}j (where i is the identity of the object). Each
vehicle has a confidence in the existence of the detected
object, this confidence is represented by mi.

The vehicle Vj is ego-localized and knows its state repre-
sented by XVj

= (xj , yj , ϕj , vj , Pj) where xj , yj represent
the vehicle’s absolute position, ϕj its orientation, vj the
vehicle’s velocity and Pj represents the covariance matrix.

Objects {Oi}j are represented by different attributes in the
ego vehicle reference frame such as:
• pi, vi and ci position, velocity and class of object i,
• σpi and σvi uncertainties of position and velocity or the

covariance matrix represented by Pi,
• mci the mass function that represents the degree of

belonging to class ci. This information depends on the
type of the sensor used to detect the scene. The class
mass function is only used in the association.

• mi the mass function of the object existence.
The aim is to evaluate the confidence in the objects

detected in the scene. We are interested in objects’ existence.
The frame of discernment is: Ω = {O,NO} where “O”
represents the objects (vehicle, truck, bus, . . . ) and “NO”
non-objects (false alarms due to the detection of the road,
sidewalk, . . . ). The confidence on the object existence is
represented by mass functions as in the following:

mi(O) = a,mi(NO) = b,mi(Ω) = 1− a− b. (1)

The mass functions assign a degree of belief to the different
parts of Ω where m(Ω) represents the uncertainty. The
computation of these mass functions is detailed in section
IV-A.

B. Local and distributed map

To implement a distributed algorithm, each vehicle Vj
must have two types of information: local and distributed.
The local map, denoted by DLM , is what the vehicle detects
with its own sensor and contains the mass it gives to the
detected objects. The vehicle keeps this information and
does not send it as it is. It combines it with the received
messages in order to establish the distributed map. As for the
distributed map, we distinguish between DDM (Dynamic
Distributed Map) and DPM (Dynamic Public Map). The
DDM is a DM updated with maps received from others.
The DPM is the result of the combination of the distributed
map and the local map. The DPM is sent over the network.

To exploit messages, each vehicle should transform re-
ceived data in a global reference frame, execute a temporal

alignment and associate the detected objects. Objects are
associated using the algorithm developed in [19]. After these
different steps, the vehicle can update its distributed map.
This is possible in VANets thanks to the GPS pose and GPS
common time.

III. DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC MAP ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 presents the Distributed Dynamic Map algo-
rithm based on the distributed data fusion algorithm devel-
oped in [20]. This algorithm is applied by the receiver when
it receives a message containing the sender’s map. In this
algorithm, the sender information is indexed by s and the
receiver information by r.

The principle of this approach is that when a vehicle
receives a message, it updates its distributed map with the
received map using the cautious rule [6]. Each vehicle can
combine the same information many times as it is coming
from independent sources. This is called data incest problem
provoked by cycles of data dissemination. To avoid this
problem, the idempotent cautious rule is used. It is also an
associative, commutative rule and defines an order relation-
ship on the weights. After that, it combines its distributed
map with its local map by the Dempster’s rule [5]. This rule
is based on conjunctive operator and must be used when
sources are independent (this is the case here). The result is
used to update the public map. The vehicle sends its public
map over the network. The convergence of this algorithm
had been demonstrated in [7]. It was shown, in this latter
paper, that this algorithm is robust to errors. This property is
ensured by the fact that the received information has to be
discounted before the combination. The algorithm is detailed
in the following subsections.

Algorithm 1: Distributed Dynamic Map Algorithm
1 Input: Message from sender DPMs;
2 Output:DPMr;DDMr ;
3 Update DDMr with message
4 DPMs ←α DPMs + S: Discounting of the DPMs of the

sender and adding the sender in the list of objects;
5 D̂PMs ← prediction(DPMs);
6 D̂DMr ← prediction(DDMr);
7 DDMr ← FusionCautious(D̂PMs, D̂DMr);
8 Compute DPMr with Local Map
9 DLMr ← local map acquisition();

10 DPMr ← FusionDempster(DDMr, DLMr);
11 Send DPMr;

A. Update the DDM of receiver with message
Discounting: In order to ensure the algorithm convergence

[7], each receiver has to discount the received data. This op-
eration tends to give less confidence in received information.
For this aim, the receiver applies a discounting on the sender
DPMs. This discounted map is denoted by αDPMs. It also
adds the sender S to its map. The discounting is applied on
the existence mass functions as follows:

αm(A) = α.m(A) where A 6= Ω,
αm(Ω) = (1-α)+α.m(Ω). (2)



Prediction: A temporal alignment is needed before updating
the receiver distributed map with the sender’s one. A trans-
mission delay is assumed in this approach. The temporal
alignment is to predict these two distributed maps at time t′

of the treatment with a prediction model with constant veloc-
ity. The prediction function (D̂PMs ← prediction(DPMs),
D̂DMr ← prediction(DDMr)) allows the maps prediction
along these equations:

O


x(t′) = x(t) + vx(t) ∗∆t,
y(t′) = y(t) + vy(t) ∗∆t,
P (t′) = F.P (t).FT +Q,

m
(t′)
c ← m

(t)
c ,

v(t′) = v(t).

(3a)

m
{
m(t′) ← α′

m(t). (3b)

where ∆t = t′ − t, t′ is the prediction time and t is the
time when the map is build, F is the model matrix that
relates the state at time t′ with the state at time t and Q
is the covariance matrix. The existence mass functions of
the objects are discounted in terms of time. The discounting
factor is represented by α′ where α′ = exp(−∆t).

Fusion: The predicted maps are associated using the
association algorithm detailed in [19] that takes into account
the objects position, velocity and class. Algorithm 2 presents
the FusionCautious function that allows considering three
cases when fusing objects:
• if objects (Os, Or) are associated, the receiver existence

mass is updated with the cautious rule [6],

m(t)
r = m(t)

r ∧©m(t)
s ; (4)

• if the sender has not detected an object already detected
by the receiver (Or is not associated), the object exis-
tence mass function is discounted as in equation 2;

• if the sender has detected an object not detected by the
receiver, this object is added to DDMr.

Algorithm 2: FusionCautious

1 Input: D̂PMs, D̂DMr;
2 Output:DDMr;
3 Association(D̂PMs, D̂DMr) ;
4 For each associated objects Os and Or
5 m

(t)
r ← m

(t)
r ∧©m

(t)
s

6 For each Or not associated
7 Or ←α Or
8 For each Os not associated
9 DDMr ← DDMr +Os

B. Compute the receiver DPM with its DLM

The dynamic public map DPMr is the result of combina-
tion of the distributed map (DDMr) and local map (DLMr)
of the receiver. The DLMr is built by the receiver embedded
sensors. This map is then combined to the distributed map.
For this aim, both maps are associated before the update
step. The result is saved in DPMr that will be sent to other

Algorithm 3: FusionDempster
1 Input: DLMr ,DDMr;
2 Output:DPMr ;
3 DPMr ← DDMr

4 Association(DDMr, DLMr) ;
5 For each associated objects Or and Orl
6 Or ← Orl
7 m

(t)
r = m

(t)
rl ⊕m

(t)
r

8 For Orl not associated
9 DPMr ← DPMr +Orl

10 For each Or not associated
11 if inF ieldofV iew then
12 delete(Or)
13 else
14 keep(DPMr)

15

vehicles. Algorithm 3 shows the three cases that should be
taken into account for the objects’ fusion:

• if objects (Or, Orl) are associated, Or is updated with
Orl , where Orl is the object detected by the receiver in
its local map. The mass functions are combined in this
case by the Dempster’s rule [5] as follows:

m(t)
r = m(t)

rl
⊕m(t)

r ; (5)

• if Orl is not associated, we keep it in the DPMr;
• if the object Or of the distributed map DDMr is not

associated and should be in the receiver’s field of view,
we delete it because it is considered as a false alarm. If
it is not in the field of view, we add it to DPMr.

Finally, DPMr is sent over the network.
We should note that the local map in this algorithm is

injected once, because the objects are supposed to be tracked
in time by intelligent sensors.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The Distributed Dynamic Map algorithm have been vali-
dated on simulated data created by A. Houenou [8]. We have
simulated several scenarios with different vehicles, some of
them are equipped with an intelligent camera (field of view:
maxrange = 60m and angle = 45◦), a localization system
and a wifi antenna. Vehicles, equipped with a wifi antenna,
share their distributed dynamic map. They move along a
multi-lane road and detect their surroundings.

The intelligent camera is a tracking system that provides
different types of information such as object’s identity, its
relative position x and y and its covariance matrix Px, its
relative velocity vx and vy and the covariance matrix Pv ,
object’s age and class. This provided information allows
computing mass functions and building the dynamic maps.

This algorithm needs experimental setup. In the following,
the discounting factor is fixed to 0.8 empirically and it is the
same for all the senders. It may depend on the number of
hop, the confidence in sender. The association parameters are
chosen as detailed in [19].



A. Mass functions computations

The object’s age provided by the sensor of vehicle Vj
presents the number of times the object Oi has been detected.
The object’s existence mass function is computed in this
manner:

m(O) = a = β.(1− e−k.age(Oi)),
m(NO) = b = β.(e−k.age(Oi)),
m(Ω) = 1− a− b = (1− β),

(6)

where β = 0.9 represents the sensor’s reliability and k is a
positive coefficient k = 0.1. The more the sensor detects the
object, the more the existence mass function is enhanced.

The simulator does not provide the class mass function
mc. The class frame of discernment is Ωc = {V,NV }, where
V represents the fact that the object is a vehicle and NV not
a vehicle. We assign a mass 0.9 to {V } or {NV } depending
on the sensor’s decision (the object is a vehicle or not) and
a mass 0.1 to {V,NV }.

B. Spatial and temporal alignment

Spatial alignment: Each vehicle detects objects in its local
perception’s reference frame and builds its dynamic local
map. Sensor and vehicle reference frames are the same in
the simulator, no need for spatial alignment between these
two frames. The frame transformation is done on two levels:
• when a vehicle receives a message, it transforms objects

in the global frame.
• when the local map is fused with the distributed map,

the local map is transformed in the global frame before
combining it with the distributed map.

Temporal alignment: We consider in this application
that sensors have common time. Sensor detects objects each
∆t = 0.1s. For simplification, we consider that the vehicle
will send messages at the same frequency. The transmission
time of message is not controlled but it is bounded. It
is assumed that data are dated to the time of calculation.
Objects are predicted using the function prediction() and
fused at the present time. Whatever the time of arrival of the
messages, all data is synchronized and processed at the same
time. As shown in Algorithm 1, when a vehicle receives a
message, it predicts at the reception time its DDMr(t) and
the received message. It fuses these two information at time
t.

These temporal and spatial alignments are possible with
real data by using a GPS pose and time.

C. Scenario

We have created a scenario with 4 vehicles
{V0, V1, V2, V3}. Vehicles {V0, V1, V2} are equipped
with a camera and wifi antenna while V3 is not equipped.
Equipped vehicles (V0, V1, V2) can exchange messages. V0

follows V1 for 15s, V3 overtakes V0 at 1.4s and V1 at 3.2s.
V2 at 3s comes from the other side. Figure 1 shows the
scenario at time 2.7s. This figure represents the ground
truth (GT ) of the scenario.

Sensors detect objects each 0.1s, each vehicle builds its
DLM , updates its DDM with available data (received
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Fig. 1: Scenario at time= 2.7s

messages) and sends its DPM at the same frequency. We
tested the scenario for 15s. Figure 2 shows the result at
the instant 2.7s. The first column shows the DLM and the
second column presents the DPM (sent distributed map).
The field of view of each vehicle detecting the scene is drawn
in red.
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Fig. 2: Scenario at 2.7s: first column is DLM for each
vehicle, the second is DPM .

DLM: V0 detects V1 and V3, this detection is represented
by the black triangles in the DLM V0. Vehicles V1 and V2

detect nothing. Vehicles V0, V1, V2 communicate with each
other.

DPM: At each message reception, the receiving vehicle
adds the sender vehicle to its list. The DPM of each vehicle
is represented by black squares. Vehicles V1 and V2 do not
detect other vehicles, but add them when receiving their
messages. For example, V1 adds V0 and V2 to its DDM
when receiving a message from them, and adds V3 to its list
since it was detected by V0. The set of ground truth vehicles
are reported as colored dots in the DPM , to simplify the
verification.



V. RESULTS

Different tests have been implemented to evaluate the
application of the distributed dynamic map. The first test con-
cerns the evolution of the existence mass on a non equipped
object. We also show the performances by comparing the rate
of true positive (TP ), false positive (FP ) (non detection)
and false negative (FN) (false alarms) of the detections of
the three vehicles V0, V1 and V2 in the distributed and local
maps. Results are shown in the following.

a) Evolution of the existence mass: To make the
decision concerning the object existence after updating
the distributed map, we calculate the pignistic probability
BetP (NO) = m(NO)+m(Ω)/2. This object does not exist
if its BetP (NO) is superior to a predefined threshold ε. The
object is then deleted from the distributed map.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the existence mass of the
vehicle V3 in the local and distributed maps of the vehicles
V0, V1 and V2. V3 is not detected at all times by all other
vehicles. We should note that in this test V0, V1 and V2 can
communicate with each other all the time. The blue curve
represents the mass on the existence of the distributed map of
each vehicle. V0 detects V3 first at instant 2s. It does not keep
it in its distributed map until the pignistic probability reach
the threshold ε. For this reason, the mass function of V0 does
not evolve at time 2.5s. Afterwards, V0 sends its distributed
map to V1 and V2. This explains the appearance of V3 in the
distributed map of V1 between 2.5 and 3.8s and in the map
of V2 between 2.5 and 3s. At these times, the mass function
of the local map is empty (i.e. m(Ω) = 1, m(V3) = 0 and
m(NV3) = 0), V1 and V2 didn’t detect V3. All vehicles keep
V3 in their distributed maps while others detect it. This figure
shows the difference between the distributed and local maps.
The local map is limited at the vehicle detection while the
distributed map increases the field of view of the vehicles.
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Fig. 3: The existence mass of V3, m(V3), detected by the
others vehicles.

b) Comparison between DPM and DLM in different
situations: In each situation, we compare the precision and
the recall defined as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP

TP + FN
. (7)

Case of a defective sensor: In this simulation, V0 does not
detect V3 between 1.9s and 5.3s. In this case, we search to
evaluate the influence of the non detection of a sensor on the
vehicle network. We notice the increase of the non detection
of V0 in the local map. The effect is more important on the
rate of FP of V0. Table I shows a light variation at the level
of recall of the DLM and the precision of the DPM of V0.

TABLE I: Precision and recall in the case of defective sensor

V0 V1 V2

Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec
DLM 1 0.53 1 0.34 1 0.34
DPM 1 0.79 1 0.81 0.99 0.81

Case of a defective wifi antenna: This example illustrates
the case where V2 has a problem with its wifi antenna. It
does not receive messages sent by other vehicles for 7.5s.
This problem decreases the good detection of V2 (V P ) and
increases the rate of non detection (FP ). Table II shows the
influence of the problem on the recall of V2.

TABLE II: Precision and recall in the case of a defective
wifi antenna

V0 V1 V2

Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec
DLM 1 0.59 1 0.34 1 0.34
DPM 0.93 0.73 0.97 0.77 0.97 0.57

Change of the range of communication The change of
the range of communication has an influence on the dis-
tributed maps of the vehicles. The ranges of communications
have been changed according to the following:
• range 1: vehicles have a short range, so that vehicles V0

and V1, which are very close, cannot communicate.
• range 2: the range is increased so that vehicles V0 and
V1 can always communicate and V3 can exchange its
map when it approaches the other vehicles.

• range 3: the range 3 is bigger than the previous two
ranges, which corresponds to the case where all vehicles
receive all sent messages.

The table III shows the influence of the change of the range
on the performance of the method in this scenario. We
notice the increase of the recall of each vehicle when the
range increases, as well as a weak variation of the precision.
Results of vehicle V0 decrease with range 3 due to false
alarms.

TABLE III: Precision and recall in the case of changing the
communication range

V0 V1 V2

Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec

DLM
range 1 0.59 1 0.34 1 0.34

DPM
range 1 1 0.59 1 0.34 1 0.4
range 2 0.98 0.83 1 0.64 0.98 0.47
range 3 0.94 0.79 0.98 0.81 0.99 0.83



Send its DLM or its DPM?: As mentioned in the section
I, vehicles can send either their own detections, either the
data sent by other vehicles, as received or combined with
their own data. In this section, we compare the change of
type of the data sent in the messages. Two types of messages
are sent: first, vehicles send messages containing their local
maps, and then messages containing their distributed maps.
The exchange of the distributed maps allows increasing the
good detection V P for the vehicles and the field of view of
the vehicles. This phenomenon is highlighted in the table IV
which shows the increase of the recall in the case of sending
a message containing the DPM .

TABLE IV: Precision and recall for sending messages con-
taining local map and distributed map

V0 V1 V2

Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec
DLM 1 0.59 1 0.34 1 0.34

DPM Msg DLM 0.98 0.63 0.99 0.58 0.98 0.45
Msg DPM 0.98 0.83 1 0.64 0.98 0.47

Results are reported on one scenario. These different tests
were done on several scenarios, results were similar to those
presented here.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a distributed fusion algorithm
for distributed dynamic map application. This application is
based on the cooperative perception concept, which supposes
that vehicles cooperate to improve their field of view. Each
vehicle is equipped with sensors allowing it to detect objects
in its surroundings, and a wifi antenna in order to communi-
cate with other vehicles. The distributed fusion algorithm
allows constructing a dynamic map of the environment,
involving objects in the sensor’s field of view, as well
as the ones sent by other vehicles. The distributed fusion
combines the confidence in the existence of objects due
to appropriated operators, according to the source of the
data. This generates a distributed dynamic map offering an
increased perception of the environment. The implementation
of such application needs temporal and spatial alignment
of the exchanged data, as well as matching of objects by
the association algorithm developed in [19]. The distributed
dynamic map was validated by simulation implying many
vehicles. Future works are concentrated on implementing
this approach on the airplug software distribution [1] and
validating it on real experimentations data. Results will be
reported in future publications.
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